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Item 1. Feedback from the beta testing group 
 
What worked well, and why? 

The feedback we received from group 6 regarding beta test results was very encouraging. 

Our beta testers truly appreciated the validation lists which provided them with consistency and 

speed during data entry. Not only they were able to enter information accurately, but they could 

quickly select relevant values from the drop-down menus, in the location_city, location_state, 

location_country, language, color_type, inscription, stamp, landmark, travel type, and subject 

fields, as well. 

In addition, even though group 6 found the data entry in the title and description fields 

labor-intensive, they do seem to agree that our database design and indexing approach will yield 

significant benefits to users. Indeed, entering all the information available on the postcards and 

assigning a Comment type to these fields provided the full-text indexing functionality, thus 

affording users the opportunity to query the fields by keyword. For example, even though our 

database did not contain a field related to sports, the keyword search for “tennis” in the 

description field retrieved a postcard related to this sport (Figure 1). This level of granularity 

could be beneficial particularly to the primary user audience of our database – students and 

faculty of the University undergraduate and graduate programs in Tourism and Hospitality 

Management, who are likely to search for recreational activities, such as sports, in addition to 

travel destinations. 
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Figure 1. Search for keyword “tennis” in the description field 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What problems were encountered, and what was the underlying cause? 

It appears that the beta testing group encountered ambiguity-related challenges when 

indexing certain fields. In particular, in the travel type field, I noticed that beta testers indexed 

postcards depicting locations outside of the United States, such as PostCard4V (Paris...En 

Flanant) and Postcard41V (Versailles - Trianon - Le Columbier. - Trianon), as 

“transcontinental”, whereas we indexed them as a “city” travel type, having instead applied the 

term “transcontinental” to the postcards depicting cross-country highways, e.g. PostCard22V 

(Tree growing out of solid rock on Lincoln Highway over Sherman Hill, Wyoming). Due to a 
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similar ambiguity, group 6 indexed PostCard22V related to the Lincoln Highway as 

“wilderness”, whereas we applied the “transcontinental” to that postcard, based on the 

preliminary research identifying the Lincoln Highway as the first transcontinental highway 

across the United States of America.  I agree with the beta testing group: including definitions of 

travel types would have been helpful in avoiding ambiguity during the indexing process. 

Whereas validation lists appeared to be helpful, beta testers had difficult time 

disambiguating values in the landmark and subject fields. While our group, having identified 

through additional research that Camp Curry’s Fire Fall depicted on PostCard39V was located in 

the Yosemite National Park, assigned to it the “Yosemite National Park” value in the validation 

list of the landmark field, the beta testers were unable to make that connection and indexed it as 

“unknown” instead.  Additional guidelines were clearly needed in that field as well. 

Further, beta testers were uncertain which value should be entered in the subject field of 

PostCard41V: “historic buildings”, “monuments & memorials”, or “gardens”. While designing 

the landmark and subject fields and assigning values, we attempted to maintain the hierarchical 

instance relationship between the two fields, in which the subject field values represent parent 

classes whereas the landmark field values represent their subclasses, or instances. For example: 

Image Landmark Subject 

Postcard31V The 17 Mile Drive Historic drives 

PostCard41V The Palace of Versailles Historic buildings 

 Using this approach, our group indexed PostCard41V under “historic buildings”, whereas 

the beta testing group did not recognize the relationship between the fields and as a result chose a 

different indexing term—“gardens”. This indicates the need of including specific guidelines in 
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the indexing rules, explaining relationships between the fields where such relationships are 

implied but not explicitly expressed. 

 Lastly, beta testers encountered data entry challenges in the publisher field.  Because 

some of the postcards’ publisher information was hard to read, in the instances when they could 

read only part of the information they were unclear whether they should enter only that partial 

name of the publisher, or enter “illegible” instead.  Adding entry rules on how to handle such 

instances would facilitate the indexing of that field. 

Item 2: Problems faced and lessons learned 

Were the stated objectives in the SOP met? 

I believe that the descriptive metadata and database design developed by our group have 

met the objectives outlined in the Statement of Purpose.  The geography, travel, and cultural 

heritage emphasis will be particularly helpful to the primary user audience—students and faculty 

of the University undergraduate and graduate programs in Tourism and Hospitality Management, 

who are likely to search for travel destinations, located both in the United States and abroad. The 

users will be able to search the digital postcard collection by indexing terms, such as geographic 

location, landmark, travel type, language, subject, etc.  Indexing by country, for example, will 

allow users to retrieve postcards depicting travel destinations located in United States, Canada, 

England, France, Germany, and Morocco.  

Our database allows handling complex topics by Boolean search: a user can combine a 

number of one-concept terms using the AND logic while searching for a complex topic.  For 

example, postcards depicting beach travel type in the state of Hawaii can be retrieved by 

performing a simultaneous search for “location_state: Hawaii” and “travel_type: beach”: 
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Query/Search Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Search Results – Query: “location_state: Hawaii” and “travel_type: beach” 
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How successful were the rules and data structure? 

I believe that our rules were moderately successful for the data structure we developed, in 

particular considering that this was our first attempt in the descriptive metadata and database 

design. Based on the beta test feedback, the rules could be strengthened by adding value 

definitions in the list-type fields, in particular those that have a greater probability of being 

ambiguous, such as landmark, travel type, and subject, as well as defining relationships between 

the fields.  

Having designed the descriptive metadata with the primary user audience in mind, we 

found it critical to define units of analysis and elicit postcard attributes based on the users’ needs. 

This was particularly important due to the nontextual nature of the collection, as images 

themselves, unlike text, cannot be searched for content.  It is my hope that other groups of 

users— students, faculty, and visiting scholars across a broad spectrum of disciplines—will 

benefit from this database functionality as well.  In addition to using validation lists, the users 

will be able to query the title and description fields by keyword, improving the information 

retrieval results. 

What specific improvements would you make? 

In the beta test feedback, group 6 indicated that the validation lists developed by our 

group did not support every possible postcard without adding new options to list-type fields. 

“This creates more work for the information specialist,” group 6 said. In order to address that, 

since the metadata we designed were based only on the 25 postcards our group had indexed, we 

could include the value “other” in the location_city, location_state, location_country, landmark, 

and travel type fields’ validation lists, to account for the content of the remaining 11 postcards in 

the 36-postcard collection. Alternatively, if all 36 postcards are indexed, new values could be 

added to respective fields.   
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Expanding indexing thesauri as new objects are added to existing collections, I imagine, 

is not a novel idea. I view information organization, in fact, as a living and breathing field: in 

order to stay on top of the game, information specialists work hard on managing access points to 

the growing body of knowledge.  The Library of Congress, for example, creates 8,000 new 

subject headings annually (Library of Congress, 2013).  Similarly, at my place of work the USC 

Shoah Foundation Visual History Archive thesaurus has grown to nearly 60,000 indexing terms 

since the inception of indexing process in the late 1990s (USC Shoah Foundation Thesaurus, 

2012). The USC Shoah Foundation has developed its indexing and cataloguing system using 

index terms that will allow the end user direct access to the video, the primary source. During my 

work there as an indexer, in the instances when no terms yet existed in the thesaurus to cover 

new video content, I used to propose new indexing terms.  After a diligent review process, they 

became part of the thesaurus. 

Item 3: My role in the group and how my responsibilities contributed to 
the project 
 
My work on the group project includes the following contributions: 

• Scheduled online rooms for group meetings on D2L: 
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• Created a folder on GoogleDocs to facilitate the group’s collaborative work on the 

project 

• Drafted a Statement of Purpose; adopted by the majority of votes (3:5) 

• Contributed to database design: drafted the database structure prototype in Excel 

• Wrote rules for the fields: Title, Description, Location_City, Location_State, and 

Location_Country 

• Entered 5 alpha test records in WebData Pro group 1 database 

• Entered 5 beta test records in group 6 database 

• Created a beta test database for group 6 and provided with login instructions 

• Reviewed and provided feedback to beta testing critique 

• Exported group 1’s alpha test records and group 6’s beta test records (Group Paper, Items 

4 and 5) 

• Exported group 1’s beta test records (Part B, Step 8) 

• Drafted a Field Summary section (Group Paper, Item 3: Data Structure Elements) 

• Compiled group paper, sent it to group for review 

• Contributed to discussion forum (Group 1 Topic) 

• Uploaded assignment components on D2L. 

Item 4: Conclusions 

While working on this assignment, I had the opportunity to apply in practice the main 

principles of information organization, such as information architecture, document 

representation, and multifindability. I also enjoyed working with the information retrieval 

concepts, such as aboutness, databases, surrogates, data structure, metadata, and indexes.  
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Designing and testing our own database demonstrated the advantages of computer technology in 

information retrieval, as well as the importance of proper attribute elicitation, disambiguation, 

and granularity. 

In this course, we learned about the four main components of databases: data, hardware, 

software, and people. Whereas the first three are necessary for database development, it is the 

fourth component, in my opinion, that determines the level of success. In the course of this 

assignment I realized that it was only when all categories in the people component— database 

designers, database maintainers, and database users—were considered, that the database design 

yielded effective results. I learned that aboutness of a single object can be different, depending 

on who defines it. Whereas the database designers create the structure with the users in mind, 

this assignment revealed that considering the indexers’ understanding of the objects’ attributes 

was equally important. The beta test results, for example, demonstrated that the beta test group 

and the designer group at times understood the objects’ aboutness differently and, subsequently, 

assigned different values to same fields.  This proved the importance of creating accurate and 

detailed field rules and metadata standards for indexers during the database design process. 
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